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Work-Life Interface Toyin Ajibade Adisa 2021 In todays
globalised world economy, it is becoming increasingly
pressing to shine a light on the interface of work and private
life. In order to fully understand the issue we must take an
inclusive view and not limit our understanding to Western

perspectives. This contributed volume encompasses
research and perspectives from the global south, including
Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia and South America. In doing so,
this collection fills a gap in existing literature to give a broader
view of the topic. Divided by geographic territory into three
sections, the book combines original research, case studies
and interviews as well as comparative studies. Chapters
cover a wide range of emerging issues including gender and
work-life balance; the role of culture; men and household
work and work and family balance, to name a few. Crucially,
the book offers critical perspectives and understanding of
work-life interface/balance/conflict as a collection of
conceptual, theoretical, and empirical studies that draws on
qualitative and mixed methodologies. Bringing a unique
contribution to the field, this book is a useful resource for
students, academics, managers and policy makers. Toyin
Ajibade Adisa is Senior Lecturer in HRM and Organisational
Behaviour at the University of East London, UK. Currently, he
is a course leader for HRM undergraduate course at UEL. His
research interest covers areas of flexible working practices
and gender equality. Toyin has published in high-impact
academic journals. Gbolahan Gbadamosi is Associate
Professor Organisational Behaviour and HRM, Bournemouth
University Business School, UK. He has over 100 academic
publications, most in scholarly academic journals. Gbola at
different times has been affiliated with 6 universities in 5
countries. He has completed several Ph.D. supervisions and
about 20 doctoral examinations.
Where Big Babies Live Michael Bent 2020-09-18 In a city
somewhere exists a gated community for the very unique - a
place where 'special' babies live, breathe, go to school, learn
and escape the pressures of their unique identity. A
community for those whose baby needs will not be hidden

nor dismissed. Adults, teenagers and children - all babies on
the inside - have special needs and are not accepted by the
community at large. Learning to be a baby in an adult world is
hard and for many, impossible. Some don't make it through,
but there is a place for the few where the baby inside can
also be the baby outside and the adult life that must
invariably be ultimately traversed, becomes easier after time
spent... Where Big Babies Live Sanctuary for the babies in so
many of us is here. Now. Come and read about four young
people and their parents and how they came to a place of
safety and adventure... in diapers.
The Toddler Chronicles Mel Butler 2018-10-08 The Toddler
Chronicles by Mel Butler [--------------------------------------------]
2-in-1 Yada Yada: Yada Yada Prayer Group, Yada Yada
Gets Down Neta Jackson 2007-09-30 A 2 in 1 collection of
Yada Yada Prayer books authored by Neta Jackson.
Faith in Crisis Sharon McMahon Miller 2015-01-23 Burst
through the matrix of purifying fire and wrestle with the
whirlwind of Gods power to discover how one child can test
your faith. Faith in Crisis: Loving Your ADHD Child will
empower readers with creative suggestions to celebrate
success in winning the daily battles with a child diagnosed
with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.
Tales from the Mom Front Rebecca Martorella 2006-03 Tales
from the Mom Front offers an insightful and engaging look at
the early years of parenthood from the perspective of a firsttime mother. Author and family therapist Rebecca Martorella
chronicles her journey from pregnancy to preschool with a
dose of realism and wit that reads like a conversation with a
good friend. Unlike advice books that outline what to expect
from parenthood, Martorella shares the unexpected moments
that have parents everywhere wondering, "is it just me?"
Stories include: Building Baby Furniture-The First Parenting

Challenge Breasts, Bottles, How Do You Work These
Things?! Family Vacation is an Oxymoron First Date with the
Babysitter Eeek! Daddy's in Charge! and more. She reveals
her mistakes and victories and encourages parents to trust
their instincts, laugh at their blunders, and release
themselves from the pressure to be a "perfect" parent. Tales
from the Mom Front began as a newspaper column that
earned praise from new and experienced parents and
grandparents alike. Parents find a sympathetic voice in the
author and are relieved to learn that they are not alone in
their daily confusion and joy.
As the Beacon Turns J. M. Coutts 2005 A wonderful, nearly
true tale of Emergency Medical Services in the private
ambulance sector, beginning in 1975. Filled with real
emergencies, antics of comic relief and the story of a young
girl who survived it all. A sassy but sweet twist that gives a
new perspective of the EMS profession.
Coming of Age in the Holocaust Mary J. Gallant 2002 This
study is based on in-depth interviews with 18 American and
Canadian Holocaust survivors who were born in various
European countries, including Luxembourg. Ten of the
interviewees were children or adolescents under the age of
16 during the war; the others were aged 16-21. Some of
them survived Nazi camps (Auschwitz, Mauthausen,
Plaszow, etc.), one survived Theresienstadt, one fought with
Soviet partisans in Lithuania, and some survived in hiding or
in exile. Analyzes their accounts as narratives of surviving
persecution and terror in the context of growing up. Proposes
a "challenged identity model" as a socio-psychological model
able to account for their survival. This model suggests, inter
alia, that personal characteristics of the individual were a
factor in the survival of trauma associated with persecution,
captivity, and abuse. Surmises that the transcendence

processes in which survivors engaged during their ordeals
were an intrinsic part of their ability to successfully construct
new lives afterward.
Dream Sequence J.J. DiBenedetto 2015-01-20 Sara Barnes
thought her life was perfectly ordinary – until the night she
began stepping into other people’s dreams. Follow Sara as
she learns to cope with this extraordinary gift (or curse) in the
first three books of the Dream Doctor Mysteries: DREAM
STUDENT It’s bad enough that, thanks to her supernatural
talent, Sara is learning more than she ever needed to know
about her friends and classmates, watching their most secret
fantasies whether she wants to or not. Much worse are the
other dreams, the ones she sees nearly every night, featuring
a strange, terrifying man who commits unspeakable crimes.
Now Sara wonders if she’s the only witness to a serial killer –
and the only one who knows when and where he’s going to
strike next. DREAM DOCTOR Medical school and life as a
newlywed would be enough by themselves for anybody to
handle. But Sara’s got another problem – her dreams have
started up again. Almost everyone at the medical school is
dreaming about the death of the school’s least popular
teacher, Dr. Morris, and once again, Sara finds herself in the
role of unwilling witness to a murder before it happens. But
this time, there are too many suspects to count, and it doesn’t
help matters that she hates Dr. Morris every bit as much as
any of his would-be murderers do. DREAM CHILD Sara
thought she had made peace with her dreaming talent, but
she’s got a surprise coming: her four-year-old daughter has
inherited it, too. Unraveling a mystery with lives on the line is
difficult enough under the best of circumstances. But when
Sara has to view all the evidence through the eyes – and
dreams - of a toddler, it may be an impossible task.
By Love Reclaimed Adrian Finkelstein 2012-07-09 In July

1932, MGM producer and notorious nice guy Paul Bern
marries the love of his life, screen icon Jean Harlow. Two
months later, he is found shot to death in their Benedict
Canyon home, the victim of a Hollywood cover-up that
eventually portrays him in the media as a sick, impotent wifebeater. Modern day intuitive Valerie Franich and renowned
psychiatrist Adrian Finkelstein partner together in order to
dispel Hollywood lore and share the true story of Harlow and
Bern. Through the use of hypnotic regressions and extensive
research, Franich and Finkelstein offer a glimpse into the life
of the young ingnue as she makes her way in Hollywood, falls
in love with the older Bern, and becomes the innocent prey of
MGM boss Louis Mayer who fixes the evidence to make her
beloved husbands death look like a suicide. As Harlow
returns to reclaim her husbands good name and stellar
reputation, she reminds everyone that love is indeed eternal.
By Love Reclaimed shares an enlightening and heartwarming
look at reincarnation and the Hollywood scene during the
1930s while shedding a new light on an old mystery. Winner
of The Pinnacle Book Achievement Award for Fall 2012
Though I Walked Through the Valley Elaine Walker 2022-0801 Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
death, I will fear no evil; For you are with me; Your rod and
Your staff, they comfort me. ""Psalms 23:4, NKJV Have you
ever been so close to death that you could see the face of
Jesus? Have you ever been so sick that you were afraid that
you were going to die? Have you ever felt so overwhelmed by
illness that you could not function in your day-to-day
activities? Are you tired of the devil robbing you of the life that
God wants for you? I want my readers to know that even in
the most difficult storms of life, we can be overcomers! When
you are facing the most difficult times you have ever faced,
know that God is near to you. He will comfort you. The Holy

Spirit will intercede for you. Our faith, hope, and trust in God
prevails, and He is always with us. The miracles that come
about during these storms are so overwhelming! God is
constantly working even though we can't see what is
happening. We may look at the circumstances and feel like
the outcome is going to be negative. God proves that if we
keep our faith and trust in Him and what He says that He will
work all things for our good. Things do not always happen in
our imperfect time, but God's timing is perfect, and we have
to trust in that even when we have lost our ability to be
patient. In my own personal battle with my health during most
of 2016, all of the things that I was hearing from doctors and
witnessing as symptoms in my own body were telling me that
I was going to die. God heard my prayers and honored my
desire to keep on living. My prayerful desire is that the stories
that my family and I will share with you through this book will
give you a greater understanding of how loving and faithful
our God is. Come take a walk with me and my family.
Re-Imaging Japanese Women Anne E. Imamura 1996-07-31
Re-Imaging Japanese Women takes a revealing look at
women whose voices have only recently begun to be heard
in Japanese society: politicians, practitioners of traditional
arts, writers, radicals, wives, mothers, bar hostesses,
department store and blue-collar workers. This unique
collection of essays gives a broad, interdisciplinary view of
contemporary Japanese women while challenging readers to
see the development of Japanese women's lives against the
backdrop of domestic and global change. These essays
provide a "second generation" analysis of roles, issues and
social change. The collection brings up to date the work
begun in Gail Lee Bernstein's Recreating Japanese Women,
1600-1945 (California, 1991), exploring disparities between
the current range of images of Japanese women and the

reality behind the choices women make.
Senso: The Japanese Remember the Pacific War Frank
Gibney 2015-04-29 This acclaimed work is an extraordinary
collection of letters written by a wide cross-section of
Japanese citizens to one of Japan's leading newspapers,
expressing their personal reminiscences and opinions of the
Pacific war. "SENSO" provides the general reader and the
specialist with moving, disturbing, startling insights on a
subject deliberately swept under the rug, both by Japan's
citizenry and its government. It is an invaluable index of
Japanese public opinion about the war.
CRIB V: My Lawfully Diapered Husband David Lomas 201903-20 Poor Stephanie Wetbottom.Oops.Sorry.We got ahead
of the story.Let's start again....Poor Stephan Warsham.He's
just signed a studio deal to star in six major motion pictures
over the next year.But there is a teeny problem: he's been
kidnapped, caged, and diapered.He's wearing plastic panties,
a pacifier, oversized mittens, and a frilly bonnet. Yet the most
terrifying thing he sees in the overhead mirror is his face.He
looks like a baby.He scans the room around him. It is a
sprawling nursery stocked with cruel toys for naughty boys,
racks of frilly dresses and rompers, a makeup counter, and
feminine frou-frou galore.His nursery is painted pink. But pink
is for girls...GIRLS...! Uh-oh. Someone wants him babified
AND feminized.Stephanie - sorry, still Stephen - will soon
learn he has been taken to a special wing of The CRIB: the
asylum for the Creative Reintroduction of Infantile
Behavior.He is going to be a movie star all right. A star in
diapers.Miss Stephanie Wetbottom.Stephanie will be a box
office hit. Fans will clamor for more. But Miss Wetbottom has
no control over her fate. Someone else owns her contract.
Someone else controls her. She has surrendered all
rights.Poor Stephanie is about to get married.She will be

forced crawl up the aisle. She will kneel submissively,
restrained and gagged, during the entire ceremony. She will
bow her head shamefully while her mother recites her
vows.But wait.Is this just a scene from her movie?Or is it
real?One thing is certain: this is just the beginning for
Stephanie Wetbottom.This story is intended for adults 18
years of age and older. It involves femdom, age play,
regression, ABDL, DDLG, bondage, discipline, spankings,
cross-dressing, public humiliation and perpetual taunting,
teasing and twists. And, of course, it has a happy ending. But
it's not really the end.
At Home on a Horse in the Woods Janet Wolanin Alexander
2017-06-23 Although horses played no part in her family's
lives, young Jan dreamed of owning a horse. As an adult, her
attempts at horse ownership were repeatedly frustrated, until
she claimed she just didn't care anymore. Then the words of
a caring pastor opened her heart and renewed her dream.
Now that Jan was really ready, her dream came true. These
essays of inspiration, meditation, and dedication cover Jan's
journey from child playing cowgirl to a woman AT HOME ON
A HORSE IN THE WOODS.
Made in Japan Lillian Natsue Uehara Morgan 2011-03-10
There is no available information at this time.
Systemic Crises of Global Climate Change Phoebe Godfrey
2016-04-14 Sociological literature tends to view the social
categories of race, class and gender as distinct and has
avoided discussing how multiple intersections inform and
contribute to experiences of injustice and inequity. This
limited focus is clearly inadequate. Systemic Crises of Global
Climate Change is an edited volume of 49 international,
interdisciplinary contributions addressing global climate
change (GCC) by intentionally engaging with the issues of
race, gender, and class through an intersectional lens. The

volume challenges and inspires readers to foster new
theoretical and practical linkages and think beyond the
traditional, and oftentimes reductionist, environmental
science frame by examining issues within their turbulent
political, cultural, and personal landscapes. Varied media and
writing styles invite students and educators to reflexively
engage different, yet complementary, approaches to GCC
analysis and interpretation, mirroring the disparate voices and
viewpoints within the field. The second volume, Emergent
Possibilities for Sustainability will take a similar approach but
will examine the possibilities for solutions, as in the quest for
global sustainability. This book is a valuable resource for
academics, researchers and both undergraduate and postgraduate students in the areas of Environmental Studies,
Climate Change, Gender Studies and International studies as
well as those seeking a more intersectional analysis of GCC.
Brighter Days Jennifer Bright 2021-10-05 Brighter Days:
Pregnancy and Parenting Tips by the Mommy M.D. Guides is
filled with tips that doctors who are also mothers use for their
own families. These “Mommy M.D. Guides” draw on their
expertise as physicians and their experience as
moms—they’re experts, squared. Combined, they draw from
hundreds of years of experience as physicians, and among
them, they have dozens of children! In this book, you'll
discover how Mommy MD Guides made it through pesky
pregnancy challenges such as morning sickness, back pain,
and heartburn and parenting issues like preventing and
treating colic, diaper rash, and ear infections. You'll also learn
how they enjoyed wonderful celebrations of pregnancy, such
as telling their partners the good news, attending baby
showers, and meeting their babies for the first time and
parenting highlights like reading to your baby, traveling with
kids, and nurturing your relationship. Sprinkled throughout

the book you’ll also discover products that Mommy MD
Guides use for their own families and critical advice on when
to call the doctor. Here’s to your happy, healthy pregnancy
and parenting journey!
Your Baby, Your Way Jennifer Margulis 2013-04-16 Why,
despite our state-of-the-art medical technology, does the
United States have among the highest maternal and infant
mortality rates in the industrialized world? Why do pregnant
women who are planning to breastfeed receive “free”
samples of infant formula from American obstetricians? Why
are American newborns given a vaccine at birth against
hepatitis B, a sexually transmitted disease? The Business of
Baby, an eye-opening work of investigative journalism,
exposes how our current cultural practices during pregnancy,
childbirth, and the first year of a baby’s life are not based on
the best evidence or the most modern science, revealing how
American moms and their babies are being undermined by
corporate interests. An illuminating combination of meticulous
research and in-depth interviews with parents, doctors,
midwives, nurses, health care administrators, and scientists,
Margulis’s impassioned and eloquent critique is shocking,
groundbreaking, and revelatory. The Business of Baby arms
parents with the information they need to make informed
decisions about their own health and the health of their
infants.
Of War and Men Ralph LaRossa 2011-06-01 Fathers in the
fifties tend to be portrayed as wise and genial pipe-smokers
or distant, emotionless patriarchs. This common but limited
stereotype obscures the remarkable diversity of their
experiences and those of their children. To uncover the real
story of fatherhood during this transformative era, Ralph
LaRossa takes the long view—from the attack on Pearl
Harbor up to the election of John F. Kennedy—revealing the

myriad ways that World War II and its aftermath shaped men.
Offering compelling accounts of people both ordinary and
extraordinary, Of War and Men digs deep into the terrain of
fatherhood. LaRossa explores the nature and aftereffects of
combat, the culture of fear during the Cold War, the ways that
fear altered the lives of racial and sexual minorities, and how
the civil rights movement affected families both black and
white. Overturning some calcified myths, LaRossa also
analyzes the impact of suburbanization on fathers and their
kids, discovering that living in the suburbs often strengthened
their bond. And finally, looking beyond the idealized dad
enshrined in TV sitcoms, Of War and Men explores the brutal
side of family life in the postwar years. LaRossa’s richly
researched book dismantles stereotypes while offering up a
fascinating and incisive chronicle of fatherhood in all its
complexity.
Consignment from Home Kirsty Roefs 2019-01-13 My
purpose in writing this book is to enlighten anyone who
yearns to open their own resale store. This book is not only
for those new to consignment but also for the many
seasoned professionals I've had the pleasure to meet. Our
shops bear many similarities, no matter what the contents of
our resale inventories may be. My hope is to offer
encouragement to those of you who are feeling at odds with
the consignment gods.
BMom Crissy Shreve 2014-02 Rich and real, BMom is one
woman's mosaic of love, life and loss, and of being found
among the pieces. No one piece is a whole, yet all are
precious, together a masterpiece, and each a gem. It's God
restoring the shattered pieces of my life and my soul. His
fingerprints are all over it. The reader will laugh and the
reader will cry, and in that, we will become friends. BMom
begins with my relinquishing my infant son into the hands of

parents I couldn't know. It moves through the intervening
years until he found me, on to our reunion, and beyond. Not
only was I reunited with my son, I was reunited with myself.
Interspersed are various interludes that speak of lessons
learned, feelings finally understood and felt, and poetry
written as part of my journey. BMom is entertaining and
engaging, while occasionally making a point, to be taken or
not, as the reader chooses. BMom is, above all else, a good
read.
Fight Less, Love More Laurie Puhn 2012-09-18 A Harvardtrained lawyer and mediator shows busy couples how to stop
fighting and start communicating. In Fight Less, Love More,
readers will learn how to identify the bad verbal habits,
instinctive responses, and emotional reasoning that can
cloud judgment and ultimately lead to the deterioration of
otherwise healthy relationships. With exercises, examples,
and sample scripts, Puhn’s modern voice presents simple 5minute strategies create immediate, positive changes and
provide long-lasting communication skills that couples can
continually employ when faced with conflict.
An Epidemic of Absence Moises Velasquez-Manoff 2013-0917 A controversial, revisionist approach to autoimmune and
allergic disorders considers the perspective that the human
immune system has been disabled by twentieth-century
hygiene and medical practices.
Weekly World News 2001-05-22 Rooted in the creative
success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing,
the Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable
news source since 1979. The online hub
www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news
site.
When Husbands and Wives Become Parent and Child North American Diaper Edition Maggie Joyce 2022-05-10

Maggie Joyce, author of 'The Fulltime, Permanent, Adult
Infant' writes of relationships where the adult relationship is
partly or significantly replaced by a parent/child one. That
'child' could be an older preschooler or a toddler or even a
baby right down to almost newborn. For most adult babies,
their regression is limited and more under control, but for
some, it is so significant and long-lasting that it creates a
permanent change in the relationship paradigm. This book
has case studies on other couples that have embraced willingly or not - varying aspects of the parent/child
relationship. She then gives some clues and advice on taking
some of the angst out of relationships where one is an adult
baby and the other is struggling to handle it.
In the Hands of Strangers United States. Congress. House.
Committee on Energy and Commerce. Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations 2008
Coming Home? Lynellyn D. Long 2017-06-16 The essays in
Coming Home? examine the unique return migration
experiences of refugees, migrants, and various others as
they confront social pressures and sense of displacement.
Dum Spiro Spero Sashko Voroniev 2020-11-08 He is the
author of Dum Spiro Spero: Part 1 and 2, his first nonfiction
historical memoir novel. Part 1 was inspired by his mother's
story, which tells a real-life account of his family's life strife
and success. It is very unique, a story that has not been
documented. Part 2 is his story, which he feels would
complement part 1. In conversations about events in his
family's life and his own, many people said he should write a
book to tell these stories. When he was laid off
Midlife Cabernet Elaine Ambrose 2014-03 "If you're a feisty,
robust female tumbling down the far side of fifty, grab a glass
of cabernet (oh hell, grab the whole bottle), wear your
rhinestone-studded reading glasses, and savor some witty

words of wisdom."--Back cover.
The Country Almanac of Housekeeping Techniques That
Save You Money Richard Freudenberger 2012-01-01 "The
Country Almanac of Housekeeping Techniques That Save
You Money is an empowering book that shows us all how to
live healthier and greener, save money, take care of our
homes and yards, and do it all ourselves! It would make a
great gift for any homeowner."—Brigitte Mars,
www.brigittemars.com, co-author of The Country Almanac of
Home Remedies Our forefathers and mothers knew how to
keep their homes clean and homey—and live richer while
spending less. Many of today's products are expensive, bad
for the environment, and don't work any better than
Grandma's methods, which only cost pennies. The editors at
Back HomeMagazine have collected hundreds of formulas for
effective cleaning, gardening, and home maintenance—as
well as ways our ancestors saved on heating bills, prevented
costly repairs, and maintained a cozy, charming home with
little besides ingenuity. Drawing on the advice and
techniques of contributors across the country, this
indispensable guide shows you the best ways to take care of
everything in your home from wood floors, to tile, to stainless
steel appliances--and how to get the longest life out of every
household item from pots and pans to pillowcases. The
Country Almanac of Housekeeping Techniques That Save
You Money is chock-full of solutions, recipes, and how-to
projects for living a simpler, cleaner life and keeping your
home beautiful.
Skewed Kaidlin Rainne 2013-12-23 This story is about a
bipolar woman who attempts to find stability, productivity, and
love in her life. She isn't very successful but there are hints
that everything will turn out right in the end.
Potty Train Your Child in Just One Day Teri Crane 2006-06-

06 Finally...a fun, easy-to-use guide to potty training any child
in just ONE DAY Just think, from the time babies are born
until they are toilet trained, they use an average of 4,000
diapers! Potty Train Your Child in Just One Day is the helpful
guide you've been waiting for to get your child out of diapers
and turn the potentially terrifying process of toilet training into
an effective and enjoyable bonding experience with your
child. Teri guides parents to the successful one-day potty
training of their child by teaching them how to: • Look for the
signs that your child is ready to be potty trained • Make the
potty connection by using a potty-training doll • Create
incentive through consistent positive reinforcement • Use
charts, quizzes, and checklists to help with every step of potty
training • Know when it's time to bring in a potty pinch hitter •
Complete your potty training -- no more accidents Once Teri
teaches you her techniques, she shares her secret -- potty
parties! She has carefully designed twelve imaginative
themes for parties, such as a seriously silly circus, a cartoon
character carnival, or a magic carpet express, and supplies
parents with everything they will need. Teri has proven that a
potty party day engages a child in potty training in a way that
no other method has before -- by speaking a toddler's
language. A party may translate to fun, games, cake, candy,
presents, and prizes to a child, but with Teri's expertise,
parents can use it as a tool to motivate their child to want to
go to the bathroom -- and to keep on going. That's why it
works in just one day!
Dealing With the Baby In Your Bed!: Learning to Live With
the Adult Baby In Your Relationship Rosalie Bent 2019-08-14
"Dealing with the Baby in Your bed!" is the second expanded
and updated edition of the ground-breaking 114,000 word
book designed to help couples find a way to integrate the
Regressive Adult Baby into their relationship. Is your partner

and Adult baby? Do you find diapers hidden in odd places
and don''t know why? Does your spouse want to play with
children's toys or dress in baby clothes? These and other
such questions are all answered in the second edition and
expanded version of this book. Offering more than facts and
figures, this book lays out a pathway for developing the most
unique relationship that any couple can have - the
'Parent/Child Relationship' Come on the journey of a lifetime
and discover how to deal with the baby that is still in your bed!
Becoming Her Baby Boy (ABDL, Age Play, Cuckold, Diapers,
Femdom, Humiliation, Spanking) Cindel Sabante When
Ashley catches her husband Robert in the arms of another
woman, their relationship takes a hit that may never heal. But
it wasn't just about another woman. Robert had secrets. He
wanted to be babied. He wanted someone to take control of
him. And now that Ashley knows, that's exactly what she
plans to do. She'll give her husband one choice, and one
chance, to save their marriage. He can give into her, and
become her baby boy just like he's always dreamed about, or
he can act like a man and walk out the door. If he gives in,
she'll force him into diapers, and make him crawl around
behind her while he sucks on a pacifier. And if he doesn't,
he'll lose Ashley forever. But whatever Rob chooses, his wife
has more plans to punish and humiliate him. Ashley will turn
the tables on her cheating husband and bring a stranger into
their bed. She'll give Robert a dose of his own medicine, and
let a real man take her, as long and as hard as he wants.
Now Rob has to make a choice. Leave his wife and end his
marriage, or put on his diaper and drop to his knees so he
can start Becoming Her Baby Boy...
I'm Married But, He's Not My Husband Mernistyne R. Cole
2006-05-09 “I’m Married But, He’s Not My Husband” Are you
tired of going around the mulberry bush in relationships? Are

you a person who has been married several times only for
that marriage to end up in divorce? Why do we lower our
standards in relationships? Is it to fill the void of loneliness?
There is an answer. “I’m Married But, He’s Not My Husband”
is a book that exposes the deceits in relationships and
causes us to look within ourselves to see why we do what we
do. The Author, Mernistyne Cole, shares her personal
experiences and teaches how she survived two bad
marriages and how she learned life lessons from each of
them. This book will cause you to look inside yourself and
find the real you. You’ll know whether or not you’re marriage
material. Come along and learn how to avoid the “Momma’s
Boy”, the man who won’t let his mother go, his baby’s
momma go or his home boys go You’ll also learn how to
avoid Mr. BB, also known as “Breath and Britches”, the cool
walking, tongue talking, well dressed demon. If you’re looking
for a sign, read this book. It may help you to determine if you
are ready for a mate, and assist you in identifying if your mate
is already in your life. For those who are already married,
there’s help for you as well. “No longer do you have to be
married, single, and divorced at the same time”
MOTHERHOOD AND BEYOND LESSONS LEARNT
SHALINI PRIYA Often pregnant women have a zillion of
queries .Most of their postpartum period is spent learning
They often make few mistakes and go on a guilt trip.
Especially when they are in a nuclear setup .and have no
help When I was pregnant with my child, most of my time was
spent reading and learning, still, I ended up making mistakes.
Don't worry, nobody is born perfect, even mothers. In this
book I have shared my journey and experience. I wish my
book helps the expecting .and new mothers to some Always
remember !You are doing great momma
Cycles Maria de Andrade 2016-12-19 A young couple meets

during a Carnival celebration in their beloved city of Lisbon,
beginning a passionate and challenging journey together that
will span two countries and two political revolutions. Told
through Tiago and Marta’s eyes, Cycles explores how lives,
families and careers changed, for the worse and for the
better, as Portugal fought to find democracy in the early
1970s in the wake of the Carnation Revolution, a turbulent
military coup d'état. When the couple eventually fulfills
Tiago's dream of immigrating to Canada, they experience a
new form of political unrest as they settle in Montreal during
the Quebec Referendum. Together they must struggle to
redefine themselves as they learn a new language, make
friends and try to succeed and get ahead in their new
country. This thoughtful, compelling novel takes on universal
themes and offers an insightful take on the complexities of
politics, family, marriage, and women in the workplace. Most
of all, it illustrates how love, in all its forms, can endure in the
face of hardship.
Coffee with Rosie Rosalie Bent 2020-04-02 ?“Coffee with
Rosie: why does my partner want to wear diapers?” is a new
style of book designed for the partners of Adult Babies and
Diaper Lovers.Written in conversational style, it is written
specifically for the non-ABDL partner. However, ABDLs
themselves could learn a great deal about why their partner
reacts the way they do, by reading how one woman – Rosalie
Bent – travelled the path from total opposition, to becoming a
‘parent’ of an AB. If you want to help improve the
understanding of ABDL within your relationship, this is the
perfect first step. It is short enough and simple enough to not
intimidate someone who wants to understand.
A Nice Piece of Bread: A Memoir Susan Fidel 2016-03-29
Susan Fidel and her husband share their time among
Nantucket, Massachusetts, Waitsfield, Vermont, and Delray

Beach, Florida. Besides writing, she loves to read, paint, do
photography, garden, and spend time with her family.
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